To: All our Students  

Dear Students,

I am very proud to note that our young Ravenshawvians have been in their best behavior as responsible citizens during the corona crisis. We have not met for almost a month now and I feel you have a lot to ask me. Let me try to answer some queries, which I would have had if I were in your position.

First of all, focus on your health and be mindful of the health of your loved ones at home. I would not advise you to step out of home to support others at this juncture as home is the best place to be in right now. Anyone in distress could call 104 for help. Stay home, stay healthy.

My advice is to stay cool, composed and alert, taking each day as it comes. Please do not write or forward objectionable or unexamined messages on social media. Use social media only to communicate messages as may be useful to combat this crisis or to pass on important news.

I am sure you have questions about your class lessons and the upcoming examinations. Good, but there is no reason for anxiety or stress. Be calm and have faith in the system and your teachers. We will find out, in due course, the best possible ways for you to cope with your lessons and take the examinations. You already have at your disposal a vast body of online learning resources. In addition, your teachers have been sending you study materials and also interacting with you using audiovisual tools. Should you have doubts you can safely communicate with your teachers / seniors and the HoD / Coordinator.

For any doubt or stress or fear regarding the overall situation in the wake of the pandemic, or for study and exam related queries, please feel free to call your teachers or any of us (call us, send us email or WhatsApp):

- Counselors: Prof. Sangeeta Rath, 9437577211, sangeeta.rath@yahoo.com  
Dr. Shashi Mani Mishra, 9437464266, shashimanimishra123@gmail.com  
Dr. Shamita Mahapatra, 9437442334, shamita.mahapatra@gmail.com

- CCD: Prof. Smrutiprava Das, 9437604667, dassmrutiprava@yahoo.in

- DSW: Prof. Asima Sahu, 9437176744, sahu.asima@gmail.com

Prof. Asima Sahu, 9437176744, sahu.asima@gmail.com

Chief Warden I/c: Dr. Kishore K. Das, 9437154470, drkdasru@gmail.com

Your Warden

Or Me: 9425110063, vc@ravenshawuniversity.ac.in

Stay home, stay safe, stay healthy, stay blessed!

Ishan Patro